500                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
ing drawings, as shall be required for the erection, construction, decorations and ultimate completion and operation and use of the said building, structure, works or apparatus, at his own _ cost and expense; but that nothing herein contained shall relieve the contractor from providing and furnishing all shop-drawings, templets/ reverse templets, patterns, forms, moulds, models, tackle, etc., necessary and proper for the prompt, successful and rapid progress and early completion of the said building, structure, works, plant, apparatus and equipment. Complete                IO. That the said Architect(s) shall prepare,
specifications. provide an(I furnish fuii an<} complete specifications
in detail for the above entitled works, which shall describe the different parts and portions of the building, structure, works, plant, apparatus or equipment proposed and all the several kinds of materials, parts and members thereof, and the manner and method to be adopted and employed for working, developing, erecting, constructing and fully completing the various parts and portions of the works, so as to carry out the intent and purpose for a complete structure for the uses and purposes for which it is intended.
Materials, etc.,        n.   That such specifications shall not describe
to be escn c . ma£er jajg an(j apparatus and equipment in tlie names of patentees, manufacturers and dealers who have a monopoly therein, but shall describe and specify ma-, terials, furnishings, equipment and process in such a manner and by such descriptions, designs, tests, requirements and specific results that they may be purchased and obtained in open, competitive market; and as shall not violate the provisions or spirit of section 1554 of The .Greater New York Charter.
Draweings!n              I2-   That  tne  said   drawings,   including  the
plans, elevations and sections, and the specifications prepared, provided and furnished by the said Architect (s) are instruments of service, such original plans and drawings and original specifications are to be and shall be taken to be and remain the property of the said Architect (s), who reserve and retain all rights to the incorporeal designs exhibited therein and thereon.
rr223S°.n«H           *3-   That tne said Architect (s) from the begin-
Direction and       .                r   i                     *    1         •<     •>    <    •>*      -,      *  **    -                   &    «
inspection.     nmg of the work described shall take full charge and supervision of "the building, structure, plant, works,, apparatus and equipment and shall furnish rieces-sary and proper instructions, directions and draw-

